“Why do people hate history classes?” That is a common question I, like countless other history instructors, pose to my students on the first day of class. The answers are unsurprising. From a recent survey of my “Introduction to Asian American History” course, which I have taught at the University of California, Los Angeles in some iteration each year since 2016, one student declared there is “too much cold memorization,” while another lamented, “it’s just dates.” Their peers felt that history classes are “too disconnected” or, in other words, do not provide the space for students to “relate [content] to today.” Others began to gesture towards the Eurocentricity embedded in many classes: in their words, they present “no diverse perspective[s]” or, conversely, they “only show 1 perspective - the winner.” One summer session, I decided to take these misconceptions of the discipline of history as intellectually static and politically irrelevant head on, leveraging my concurrent experience teaching at both the university and high school levels.

In order to disabuse students of those assumptions, and inspired by the roots of the field of Asian American Studies and Ethnic Studies more broadly, I developed an experimental curriculum that centered
students as the producers of knowledge and as public historians. These processes offered them written, visual, and tactile ways to cultivate their fluency in the course’s “enduring understandings.” Curriculum scholars Grant Wiggins and Jay McTighe argued that such understandings are the core, transferrable ideas that serve as the connective tissues for the vast amount of content knowledge of a class.1 I had considered a service-learning approach, a longtime staple of Ethnic Studies classes that has gained recent popularity in undergraduate history curricula, as a way for students to develop authentic understanding through practice, but the time-intensive logistics of collaborating with an outside organization would not be tenable for a summer course.2 Instead, the result was a new type of summative assessment for myself and my students: the campus’s inaugural Asian American history “pop-up museum.” Over the course of six weeks, students identified, contextualized, and synthesized filial or community artifacts into a two-week-long public exhibition at the campus’s central Powell Library, along with a companion digital archive. This was feasible due to supportive librarian collaborators and interlocutors specifically tasked with building library/classroom partnerships; however, as the narrative to follow will show, modifications can be made to align with the resources available to an instructor.3 Gleaned from five different iterations of this novel assessment (executed in the summer sessions from 2017 to 2021), this article argues that the pop-up museum—and the scaffolds I designed to produce it—advanced students’ content knowledge, while also deepening their understanding of the field of history and the radical significance of crafting a grassroots, publicly accessible archive.4 To illuminate the genesis of this project, I review critiques of traditional content-driven assessments, situate my teaching within the context of the Asian American Movement and the rise of Ethnic Studies, briefly explain “pop-up” culture as cultural and pedagogical currency, outline the collaborative process of building the museum and companion digital archive, and conclude with student contemplation on how this project reconfigured their understandings of past and the craft of recording and interpreting it. Throughout the article, I emphasize the different learning opportunities for students to revise their grasp of a topic to promote more nuanced, enduring understanding. Taken together, I hope to illustrate the generative linkages between Ethnic
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Studies methods and secondary school teaching practices, including backwards design, Project-Based Learning, and visible thinking routines, that undergirded the pop-up museum.

**Shaping the Curriculum**

*Frameworks for Curriculum Design and Assessment*

According to Wiggins and McTighe, “Understanding by Design” involves a set of pedagogical practices emphasizing that learning is most effective when content, activities, and assessments are structured in a way for students to develop their long-lasting grasp of larger, transferrable essential or enduring understandings as noted above. Such “backwards design” helped me prioritize what historical events, movements, ideologies, figures, and other content to cover. In terms of essential *conceptual* material relevant to the field of Asian American Studies, my course worked towards student understanding of the following:

1. The construction of race and racial identities are social, political, and cultural processes that are comparative and relational to different groups and structures of power. They intersect with other axes of identity (e.g., gender, sexuality, class). As such, Asian Americans occupy spaces that range from oppressed to oppressor;

2. Transpacific migration—both voluntary and involuntary—is the result of varied push and pull factors, including war, empire, and global capitalism;

3. Minoritized people engage in acts of resistance and subversion through community-making, quotidian action, as well as mass movements;

4. Vexing contemporary issues result from and parallel older historical events that warrant our attention.

For the purposes of this article, however, I focus more on essential understandings centered around the *craft* of history from an Ethnic Studies perspective that served as the vehicle for students to make sense of the conceptual items above. As I detail below, Ethnic Studies began as an intellectual and politicized project to question the very foundations of how we understand the production of historical knowledge. To that end, I wanted students to leave my class understanding that:
1. Archives are contested sites of power over voice, representation, and memory;

2. Archives exist beyond traditional repositories of knowledge;

3. Every individual has the power to become a historian and “decolonize” the archive (in this context, incorporate subaltern and historically excluded voices);

4. “History” is more than the rote memorization of “facts,” but rather a dynamic process of uncovering, remembering, and analyzing that exists beyond the classroom;

5. Historical analysis in an interplay between primary and secondary sources (which must be evaluated for their intellectual relevance and reliability).

Although I had often introduced primary source analysis into my assignments, I wanted to use this opportunity to imbue students with a richer understanding of exactly what it is historians do, and how historians create meaning and knowledge within historically exclusionary or unequal epistemological spaces.

From the First Asian American History Classrooms to Project-Based Learning

Knowing what enduring understandings I wanted students to develop, I needed an appropriate set of channels for them to demonstrate their learning. To that end, and still mindful of the student stereotype that history classes are mere memorization, I needed to rethink the standard fare for assessments in large introductory classes—namely, the timed, bluebook-clad midterm and final essays. Such tests may evaluate students’ capacity to commit to memory and recall historical information, but they do not necessarily provide the space for students to cultivate and demonstrate their understanding of a given topic. As historian Nancy Quam-Wickham noted in her appraisal of the need to reconfigure the undergraduate U.S. history survey, when instructors design exams that privilege content, “Students often do not retain much of what they learned beyond the semester in which they took the course,” let alone leave the class with transferrable analytical skills.6

To do something different, I returned to the roots of Asian American Studies. Unlike traditional disciplines that sit as the cornerstones of a liberal arts education, Asian American Studies
(along with other Ethnic Studies fields) was forged from the flames of oppositional politics of the long 1960s.7 Within the contexts of urban rebellions, global anti-colonial movements, and a protracted war in Southeast Asia, Black, Indigenous, and other people of color coalesced around a shared Third World identity. It repudiated the manufactured allure of assimilation and expressed support for global political and economic liberation. Students advocated for a relevant education that centered their subaltern stories—historical narratives that revealed the experience of inequality and exclusion from power—as sites of inquiry and action. Within the Asian American Movement, rescuing such stories not only validated the experiences of generations of Asian Americans who had faced and resisted violence or outright exclusion, but also critiqued the taken-for-granted truths of U.S. history and post-World War II consensus discourses that saturated Eurocentric curricula.

Significantly, some of the first historians of the field were on-the-ground students themselves. Due to a lacuna of accurate scholarly works about Asian Americans, the earliest instructors in the field tasked their students with conducting oral histories and locating artifacts that could bring to light a “buried past,” to reference Asian American Movement scholar-activist Yuji Ichioka’s venerable work.8 Those student endeavors were so successful that their interviews, research papers, reflections, and even artistic and creative works formed the first classroom texts in Asian American Studies, including Roots: An Asian American Reader (1971), Asian Women (1975), Counterpoint: Perspectives on Asian America (1976), and Letters in Exile: An Introductory Reader on the History of Pilipinos in America (1976).9 This type of work, where students transformed their curiosities and interests into historical knowledge, inspired what I set out to accomplish for the museum as a way to help students gain the lived experience of doing history.

In more contemporary terms, that approach to teaching is widely known in K-12 pedagogical circles as Project-Based Learning (PBL). In their influential article, “Motivating Project-Based Learning: Sustaining the Doing, Supporting the Learning,” Phyllis Blumenthal and her fellow educational psychologists defined PBL as a “comprehensive approach to classroom teaching and learning that is designed to engage students in investigation of authentic problems.”10 PBL, when executed carefully and intentionally, emphasizes critical
thinking, communication, peer collaboration, and interpretation across disciplinary boundaries—tasks that resonated with some of the earliest pursuits of Asian American Studies and, more recently, history classrooms.\textsuperscript{11}

After generative conversations with librarian colleagues, I decided that a public history exhibition could best give students the tools to demonstrate their comprehension of the course’s essential understandings. As McTighe and Wiggins argued, “Understanding is revealed when students autonomously make sense of and transfer their learning through authentic performance.”\textsuperscript{12} Although students would practice and execute the research skills required for any other history course, the learning-by-building aspect of the museum project would give them the opportunity to take ownership of their learning and understanding in a way that a conventional final exam could not. Logistically, finding the space to stage the exhibition was fortuitous since the rotunda of UCLA’s picturesque Powell Library, an otherwise highly sought out exhibition and performance venue, was available due to the slower pace of campus activities during summers.\textsuperscript{13} Although this staging ground was unique to my experience, other creative venues could include exhibition spaces in student unions, art galleries, libraries, reading rooms, or department conference rooms. If space constraints are too prohibitive, my experience executing the pop-up museum during the COVID-19 pandemic is instructive. In normal times, students curated and constructed a museum and, secondarily, a companion digital archive. During the pandemic, when on-campus instruction was prohibited, students redoubled their efforts on the online space for their artifacts, which I discuss in greater detail later in the article.

\textit{Student Buy-In, or Why a “Pop-Up” Museum?}

Within the historical moment in which those pedagogical quandaries confronted me, the “pop-up” phenomenon was in full force. Writing in \textit{The Atlantic} in 2017, journalist Steven Johnson identified the genesis of “pop-ups” as an ephemeral, commercial marketing technique “for selling or showing off products, [that] first cropped up in the early 2000s.” However, they have “since been applied far beyond traditional retail,” as evidenced by the plethora of themed cafes and museums/installations that have popped up across
major metropolitan areas, including Los Angeles and New York. These spaces offer visitors worlds that are simultaneously kitsch, nostalgic, experiential, and immersive. Recent pop-ups include those fashioned around cultural touchstones that range from the television shows *Friends* and *Saved by the Bell*, to the character Hello Kitty, to rosé wine, ice cream, dogs, and dreams. Part of the indulgence of pop-ups are their highly curated (i.e., “Instagrammable”) photo opportunities that appeal to social media-savvy Millennials and Gen Z-ers who comprised the overwhelming demographic of my class. Lastly, the transitory nature of pop-ups lends itself to a type of cultural cachet that resonates with what is colloquially known as “FOMO”—the “fear of missing out” is a phenomenon embedded in social media culture that even education scholars have noted is a factor in student motivation.

Although temporary museum exhibitions are nothing new, I wondered how to leverage the pop-up zeitgeist as a way to catalyze student interest in developing their skills as public historians or, to use contemporary social medial parlance, as “content creators.” The content, of course, was new knowledge for both the creator and the consumer. Further, tapping into the interactive quality of pop-ups, this project (i.e., collaboratively organizing and building a public history display) sought to elicit student investment through an appeal to tactile learning, a strategy that is often absent in undergraduate history curricula, but central to PBL and many Ethnic Studies classes. As the following section demonstrates, students gained or refined research and analytical skills that enabled them to produce a polished exhibition that stood at the literal center of campus and invited the public to learn from student-produced knowledge.

**Scaffolding and Structuring the Pop-Up Museum**

*Understanding and the Power of the Archive*

In my planning, I had to be clear with myself and my students that the goal of the project was never to build a pop-up museum for the sake of succumbing to a viral marketing trend (although I may have joked this was their opportunity to become a *historical* influencer). Rather, our pop-up museum represented the culmination of several weeks of research, analysis, and writing that students
undertook independent of daily lectures and discussion of historical sources (Figure 1). Collectively, I emphasized, we worked towards developing a grassroots record of Asian American experiences to set into motion the course understandings concerning the potential to create alternative public knowledge and awareness.

To elucidate the importance of a student-generated archive in line with the essential understandings of the class, I began with a discussion about what archives are and how repositories of information structure how we understand the past and present. An abundance of critical scholarship exists that excoriates the relationship between power, the colonial nature of archives, and knowledge production. However, for the purposes of this lower-division general education survey (comprised almost exclusively of non-Ethnic Studies and non-history majors), an engaging TEDx Talk by Carnegie Museum of Art archivist Dominique Luster primed students to think about how the archive has historically silenced marginalized peoples, including Asian Americans. She noted, though, that a rebellious archive can also gather snapshots from the ground up to challenge long-established ways of understanding the past.

I then partnered with several research librarians who exposed students to the array of artifacts available in our Department of Special Collections located at the Charles E. Young Research Library. This was important for students to experience the physicality of historical research: to hold literally the pieces of the past, as a way to subvert common student assumptions that history is the mere recitation of dates and facts. One year, to better understand the epistemic power of the archive, I taught students the insidious logic that justified the wartime forced removal and mass incarceration

Figure 1: Course Assignments/Scaffolds
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of Japanese Americans; namely, military necessity and racialized doubts about the loyalty and treachery. Then, one librarian whose office specifically oversees campus and community engagement with Special Collections, pulled boxes from the influential Japanese American Research Project archives for students to bear witness to the lived experience of Japanese Americans behind barbed wire and to question the legal, political, and ethical dimensions of incarceration (Figure 2). In another year, a Special Collections curator created an activity for students to work through several different collections to practice primary source analysis. Most recently, due to the transition to online instruction during the COVID-19 pandemic, he developed a scavenger hunt activity for students to complete in Zoom breakout rooms that introduced students to the array of digital archives that document diverse Asian American experiences. Regardless of the particular details of each activity, students gained a greater understanding of how historical knowledge is documented, created, and, at times, challenged—which was necessary for students to begin the process of building our pop-up museum.

Figure 2: UCLA librarian Courtney Jacobs discusses with students the holdings available at the Charles E. Young Research Library’s Special Collections, Summer 2018.
From a logistical standpoint, these resources reflect the circumstances of teaching at a large research university. Not all campus libraries and librarians, who are often stretched thin with their own responsibilities, have established relationships with faculty to integrate library and archival resources with classroom teaching. This may certainly be the case for secondary school teachers. If visiting a physical archive, whether on campus or at another institution, is not an option, my experience executing the museum in the pandemic illuminated a fairly accessible alternative. If we cannot bring students to the archive, we will bring the archive to the students; namely, through exposing students to the variety of pre-existing digital archives to demonstrate the vast ocean of historical fragments that can tell a story. For the Asian American history classroom, platforms including the Densho Digital Repository, the Vietnamese American Oral History Project, and the South Asian American Digital Archive, not to mention UCLA’s own extensive Digital Collections, Calisphere, and the Library of Congress, were excellent starting points. Exposing students to a multiplicity of artifacts, whether through analog or digital means, was key so students could imaginatively think about what they might want to use as their contribution to the pop-up museum.

Identifying Artifacts and Contextualizing Evidence

The first stage of the pop-up museum required students to identify a germane artifact that could serve as a gateway to a larger topic or theme in the ambit of Asian American history. Because the vast majority of students are of Asian descent, they generally select an item from their family household. However, to avoid alienating any student (e.g., non-Asian American students, international students living apart from family, students who may not want to engage with past or ongoing family trauma, or students with privacy concerns), I emphasize that any primary source with a discernable connection to Asian Americans is permissible. Interestingly, several Latinx students have used a family artifact to explore historical intersections or parallels with Asian American history. For example, two students used Catholic icons to uncover the shared legacies of Spanish colonization on Latinx and Filipinx diasporas. Meanwhile, other students have availed themselves of the wide variety of artifacts already digitized and available through the repositories mentioned above.
The artifacts that students selected ran the gamut of possible ephemera that reflected the temporal and spatial contours of Asian American history (Figure 3 and Figure 4). Family photographs were commonly used, as were household items, jewelry, and legal documents. Oftentimes, students drew upon larger pieces such as articles of clothing and textiles. Chinese American students often used ephemera related to festal situations, such as red envelopes or gifts from coming-of-age ceremonies. Reflective of the position of many Asian Americans as urban merchants, several students provided items related to family businesses. For example, one student used the business card for her family’s store that was affected by the 1992 Los Angeles Uprisings. Culinary and gastronomical items were also common, whether in the form of recipes or images of actual foodstuffs, as a long surviving link to pre-migration lives and cultures. Although people of Asian descent have resided in the U.S. for centuries, the contemporary population is largely the result of the relaxation of immigration laws in the 1960s, refugee migration...
in the 1970s and 1980s, and neoliberal trade reforms in the 1990s. To that end, several students wrote about bilingual dictionaries, both in print and electronic forms, that their immigrant parents used. Furthermore, several students shared items related to the afterlives of the Cold War. Interestingly, in 2020, two Afghani American students each contributed documents related to their respective family’s involvement in the Afghan-Soviet War. In a Zoom breakout room discussion, they met each other for the first time and discovered that their families had fought on opposing sides. Some students shared items reflective of their personal migration history, such as passports, resident alien cards, acceptance letters to study at UCLA, and even Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) paperwork, signifying some of the newest corridors of Asian migration to the United States. As a result, many students learned firsthand that their family histories were tied to larger structural events they may not have recognized without this project. Among students who used artifacts already digitized and archived, ephemera from the forced removal and mass incarceration of Japanese Americans, including
paintings or items related to the all-Japanese American 442\textsuperscript{nd} Regimental Combat team, have been popular.\textsuperscript{22} Often, the choice of these items reflects the knowledge students already possess before entering my classroom and the abundance of items related to this chapter of history compared to other Asian American communities.

\textit{Student Assignments}

For the first formal assignment of the term, students provided deep description of their artifact, using Kathryn Walbert’s “Reading Primary Sources: An Introduction for Students” as a guide.\textsuperscript{23} If possible, students also had to articulate the most immediate historical contexts for the artifact—that is, their personal connection to the piece. Generally, this assignment has been the most straightforward and, for those students who located family artifacts, drew upon existing knowledge about migration history. In the first iteration of the museum, for example, two students separately wrote about Buddhist mala (meditation beads) and how they represented the solace their respective families found in spirituality amidst the hardships of migrating to a foreign shore.\textsuperscript{24} This assignment is not graded, yet is formative in the sense that students practiced their primary source analysis and received feedback to help complete later contributions to a companion digital archive.

After I provided feedback on their first written assignment, students then situated their artifact within larger historical forces. To assist students in this task, they met another set of librarians who guided them through the intricacies of navigating the library catalog, the helpful research guide they created for the class, as well as the article databases commonly used in the humanities and social sciences. One of my longtime librarian collaborators even located an Asian American artifact in her home (a piece of ceramicware made in U.S.-occupied Japan) and modeled how to ask the right questions and find the answers within the vastness of the research universe. For instructors without access to research librarians to provide that level of instruction, I have found it relatively easy to teach these skills on my own, either synchronously or asynchronously. Using video recording applications like Zoom or Loom, one can demonstrate how to access research databases or library catalogs, execute keyword searches, etc., and then share the video file with students to watch on their own time.
After that training, I tasked students with locating two academic sources that contextualize their artifact. To push their analysis, students also had to articulate the extent to which their artifact reflects or diverges from established narratives in the field. For example, a Chinese American student located a photograph of an ancestor who came to the U.S. when the Chinese Exclusion Act still governed immigration policy. Initially, he only described the photograph within the context of his family history, but for this assignment, he widened the aperture of his inquiry to investigate the exceptional nature of how his family member circumvented the exclusion orders. Meanwhile, a Korean American student was interested in exploring an English tea set his family has used for about twenty years. Although I had anticipated he would use those items within a more common narrative of immigration, the second assignment led him to explore the world of conspicuous consumerism as a byproduct of the ascendancy of South Korea’s tiger economy and the enduring prestige assigned to Western goods experienced even in diasporic communities. Given opportunities for formative practice and feedback in class, this assignment is graded, although I provided ample feedback on the finished product as well, in preparation for the next assignment.

As the second assignment demonstrated, an intellectual task for students was to become cognizant of how they challenged and extended their existing knowledge. It should be noted that as they completed the assignments for the pop-up, students also worked through secondary source readings, primary sources, and my lectures relevant to each week’s topics. Although these materials generally served to advance student comprehension of the conceptual essential understandings, I also used this information to reiterate that history is a constant process of uncovering new knowledge to revise the old. I incorporated visible thinking prompts from Harvard’s Graduate School of Education Project Zero for small-group discussion, such as:

When it comes to Asian American activism, I used to think _______, now I know __________, but I still wonder _________.

I framed how new evidence necessarily challenges taken-for-granted truths and, thus, how student participation in the pop-up museum would likewise serve to (re)educate the campus community.
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Staging the Pop-Up Museum

The Digital Archive

Once students received feedback on the second assignment to contextualize the artifact, the process of actually building a museum exhibition and its companion digital archive began. Due to space constraints where we staged our exhibition, it has not been feasible to display every single student artifact. To ensure students felt ownership of the project and could still demonstrate public history skills, even if their artifact was not physically displayed, they all contributed to a crowdsourced companion digital archive. We used the free website builder WordPress to create a platform inspired by the 50 Objects/Stories: The American Japanese Incarceration project, as well as the work of historian Chrissy Yee Lau and her Cornell University students.29 After I set up the site (available at <https://uclaas10digitalarchive.wordpress.com/>), I enabled students’ editing access to upload three main items concerning their artifact: images of it, metadata, and an analytical description (Figure 5 and Figure 6).30 I generated the original guidelines for metadata based off the first assignment. However, to develop an archive that describes artifacts in a more consistent, systematic, and refined manner, one of my librarian collaborators drafted a simple template for students to fill out for the second iteration.
FIGURE 6: An excerpt from an individual entry in the digital archive.
of the project. The metadata fields included dimensions of an artifact that identified its title, creator, date of creation, language, subjects/keywords, and physical type and description. Through the analytical description, a brief three- to four-paragraph essay, students synthesized the historical linkages between their artifact and larger themes in Asian American history by drawing upon their secondary source research from the preceding assignment.

I allowed students the latitude to determine for themselves what aspects of the artifact they could highlight in their analytical descriptions, in order for them to pursue an interest of their own. For example, one mixed-race Chinese American student reflected on the jewelry gifted to her for a traditional coming-of-age ceremony, known as a red egg and ginger party. Her analysis focused on the significance of folk traditions in the Chinese diaspora, particularly for later generation Asian Americans. “As an Asian American,” she wrote, the items have “kept my Taiwanese family close even from across the globe.” However, another student writing about an invitation for the same ceremony held in her honor concentrated on the particular details of her family, noting that her artifact was “a snapshot of the Asian American struggle to maintain customs and traditions, but also of the evolving portrait of Asian America in the 21st century.” Reflecting her understanding of the politics of representation conjoined from her own research and class discussion, she pointed towards her fathers’ names on the invitation and continued:

The appearance of a same-sex, interracial couple in this [artifact] marks a departure from the two-dimensional image of a straight, middle class, able-bodied, monoracial East Asian-American that seems to dominate America’s perception of Asian-Americans. This [artifact] paints a multifaceted picture of Asian-American identity, and both maintains and redefines what it means to be Asian American in the 21st century.

Although all students had to demonstrate how to analyze a source, by empowering them to select what aspects of their artifact to explore, that intellectual ownership allowed them to cultivate a deeper command of certain aspects of Asian American history.

Meanwhile, students also used this portion to demonstrate how their understanding of a given topic changed over the course of their research. For example, one student wrote about a lapel pin of the flag for the erstwhile Republic of South Viet Nam. Passed down from her grandfather who was a high-ranking South Vietnamese
elite, she (understandably) initially approached the artifact from a perspective that privileged U.S. intervention to stave off the threat of Communism. After course readings and lectures on how radical Asian Americans viewed the U.S.’s wars in Southeast Asia as yet another imperialist venture that emboldened anti-Asian racism, this student produced a more nuanced description that acknowledged the complexities of the wars:

This artifact not only represents the history of the Republic of Vietnam, but also bridges the disparate perspectives that pertain to the history surrounding the Vietnam War. The U.S. involvement in the war spurred immense anti-war sentiment amongst Americans. However, their role would serve as a hope for freedom, but at a great cost amongst Southern Vietnamese citizens.33

By having them constantly revising their understanding of their artifact as a product of a specific set of historical causes and conditions, I sought for students to develop a greater fluency in any of the conceptual essential understandings.

The Physical Exhibition

After students assembled the digital archive and possessed a systematic record of their research, we began the process of building the physical exhibition. Each student described in class, round-robin style, their artifact and the subjects/keywords they identified earlier as a part of their metadata. We did this in order to collaboratively generate themes to organize artifacts for the exhibition. Although they have varied over the years, some of the most consistent themes include the following items that align with or overlap across the course’s key conceptual understandings:

1. Adaptation, settlement, and community building;
2. Cultural and social history;
3. Gender and sexuality;
4. Immigration law and foreign policy;
5. Inequality and resistance;
6. Labor and economics;
7. War and empire.

After I wrote the themes across the whiteboards of the classroom, students described their artifacts on a sticky note and posted it under whichever theme they thought was most relevant to their piece. I then
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required them to do a gallery walk of the entirety of the artifacts to re-evaluate and possibly re-situate their piece. This type of visible thinking routine encouraged students to grapple with the multiple connections between their artifact and the conceptual understandings. Once students created their thematic groups, they met outside of class to determine which artifacts they would feature in the exhibition. Students then collaboratively composed a description for their thematic group that explained the historical and/or contemporary connections between the artifacts and what they portended for the landscape of Asian American history.

For example, in 2018, one group working under the broad topic of “labor and economics” curated a collection comprised of family recipes that became the foundation for a mom-and-pop Filipinx American bakery, an abacus used by an immigrant Chinese entrepreneur, a photograph of a South Asian American-owned motel, and a commendation from U.S. Representative Judy Chu (who, coincidentally, taught some of the earliest Asian American Studies classes at UCLA) for a local acupuncturist (Figure 7). The group went on to describe how small businesses have been an avenue for economic empowerment among Asian Americans and provided valuable goods and services for ethnic communities that are unavailable in the mainstream marketplace. Yet, they also noted:

Figure 7: Display case, Summer 2018. The large blocks of text underneath the labels “Labor and Economics” and “War and Empire” are student-composed thematic descriptions.
Though they may come to seek an “American Dream” of financial prosperity, achieving such a goal often proves to be a daunting task. Asian Americans, like other immigrants of color, have...faced discrimination based on their language, race, and other factors. This prejudice tends to prevent [certain] Asian immigrants from obtaining their preferred jobs, even if they possess education or work experience from their home nations.34

This level of synthesis reflected on both student research on their respective artifacts, as well as course content on the segmented labor market of Asian Americans. Further, it required students to think through and articulate analytical connections in a way that is more long-term and purposeful than writing the definition of a term in a bluebook.

After students determined which artifacts they would include and printed out corresponding metadata, captions, and analytical descriptions using templates for consistency and professionalism, the penultimate class meeting took place at the library. There, staff members provided students with access to display cases and the various materials needed (stands, foam blocks, archival-quality adhesives, decorative fabric, cardstock, etc.) to stage our exhibit (Figure 8, Figure 9, and Figure 10). They guided students in
Figure 9: Display case, Summer 2018. Focused on the theme of “Inequality and Resistance,” artifacts included printouts of the radical Asian American Movement newspaper *Gidra* (accessed through the Densho Digital Repository) and a pestle and mortar as a sign of quotidian resistance to cultural assimilation.

Figure 10: Display case, Summer 2019. Focused on the broad theme “Asian Immigration to the United States,” artifacts included items brought from Asia to the U.S. such as a traditional Barong Tagalog shirt and a Chinese-language book, as well as photographs of a Japanese immigrant’s house.
organizing the display cases in a professional manner to ensure the artifacts and supporting material were not presented haphazardly.\textsuperscript{35}

On the last day of the class, students gathered at the library for the “grand opening” of the exhibition. With the assistance of staff from Powell Library and the Asian American Studies Department, I publicized the opening of the exhibit via social media, which, along with direct invitations to interested campus constituents, drew modest audiences. Each thematic group appointed a spokesperson to briefly summarize their artifacts and secondary research for the attendees, often using visual aids to entice them to explore the display cases further (\textbf{Figure 11} and \textbf{Figure 12}). The occasion is generally joyful as students showcase their hard work to the campus community. A few students have even invited friends, roommates, and family to witness their production. In this regard, the project reflects one of the benefits of PBL that Dominic G. Morais identified when he adopted the practice in his undergraduate history classroom: “a noticeable level of student motivation due to the project’s local [or in this case, personal] history aspects, as well as a sense of pride due to creating a concrete, viewable product.”\textsuperscript{36}
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and consumption is an aspect I wanted for students in order to demystify the historian’s craft and unleash the potential of building a grassroots archive.

Assessment

I assess student contributions to the digital archive and the pop-up museum in terms of their capacity to synthesize the individual story of their artifact with larger scholarly literature for a public audience. Although I lay out specific grading criteria for each assignment, I also assess how student work resonates with the essential understandings. For example, does their analytical description demonstrate the use of secondary sources to contextualize the artifact? Does it reveal an understanding of the contested nature of archives and archival collection? Do the thematic descriptions synthesize multiple artifacts and situate them within a larger narrative legible to the public? After careful feedback and often several one-on-one consultations, most students sharpened their research and analytical skills to exhibit a thoughtful awareness of the essential understandings of the course.

Figure 12: Student spokesperson at the Summer 2017 pop-up “grand opening.”
Limitations, Benefits, and Students as Metacognitive Thinkers

Limitations will invariably accompany any new classroom approach, and the pop-up museum was no exception. In terms of course planning, some students expressed concern over a dizzying pace that balanced lectures, reading quizzes, classroom discussion, and developing the project. In a course evaluation, for example, one student wrote, “there were topics and ideas presented in the readings that I would have liked to have expanded upon.” Conversely, because of the lack of traditional assessments, at least one student critiqued the class as “much easier than even classes that I took during high school.” However, this student may have conflated intellectual rigor with high-stakes assessments that test voluminous content. Institutionally, I had hoped to create a more permanent and visible online presence for the digital archive that capitalized on the official ucla.edu domain, but an information technology and computing staff member informed me that such websites were reserved for tenured and tenure-track faculty. Structurally, a proverbial elephant in the (class)room is the scourge of academic integrity violations by international students. The causes of cheating are complex and defy monolithic (often xeno/sinophobic) explanation, but examples of plagiarism had the potential to compromise the professionalism of our public-facing projects and defeat the purpose of the student-centered curriculum. To obviate the most egregious incidents, I have availed myself of Turnitin software and my own careful reading of student work juxtaposed with other factors, including attendance, participation, and performance on formative assessments.

Another limitation in regard to the adaptability of this project is that, due to a variety of circumstances, I have not yet tested it in my secondary school classrooms. However, the pedagogical goals are still transferrable, particularly for units that could incorporate some aspect of family history. For example, one of the units in my eighth-grade history classroom focuses specifically on Los Angeles history and requires students to uncover the push and pull factors that brought their families to the city. The pop-up museum could be adopted for these learners and slightly modified in a number of ways. The essential understandings would focus on basic nodes of L.A. history rather than Asian American history, while the concepts related to the nature of archives could be pared down to emphasize
what constitutes a primary source and how sources can be used to generate a historical narrative. Students would still need to locate and describe a family artifact, in this case, germane to their family’s migration to Los Angeles. Whereas the second assignment for undergraduates required them to contextualize their artifact within scholarly sources, eighth-graders could draw from a pre-selected set of readings accessible to their reading and comprehension level. In terms of creating the digital archive, students would still need to write a narrative that explains how their artifact symbolizes a larger story of migration and connects to an aspect of L.A. history. Given my experience with tech-savvy Gen-Z eighth-graders, although they may require far more direct instruction, they could also upload their materials to a shared class WordPress or other preferred platform available through a school’s learning management system. As for the exhibition space itself, that could range from the classroom to the school library. The benefits of having students continually build upon and revise their understanding—and using a deeply personal story to deepen their grasp of a larger history—would outweigh the additional level of modeling and instruction required for younger students. As differentiation and responsive pedagogy continue to dominate discussions of K-12 education, I hope to continue refining the museum for new classrooms.

Nevertheless, I have continued to utilize the pop-up museum in my undergraduate classroom due to the evidence of student growth I have observed. In lieu of a final exam, I originally asked students to write a four- to five-page essay that reflected on two course “themes” that resonated with them personally. Although many papers were earnestly insightful, the amorphous prompt allowed students to fall into the trap of merely regurgitating evidence assembled from readings or lecture. However, after educating myself further in the pillars of curriculum design, I shifted the prompt to require students to reflect explicitly on how their comprehension of the essential understandings of the class (in relation to content and historical skills) have developed over the span of six weeks. To support their argument, students had to draw from course readings and any of the scholarly sources they identified as a part of the pop-up project. Lastly, I asked them to conclude their essay by responding to the statement, “I am a historian”—in reference to the essential understanding about the potential for anyone to write history—and
describing what that means to them. What lay beneath these prompts was a deeper pedagogical desire for students to assess their own understanding with the hope that such intentional thinking across their assignments would fortify long-lasting knowledge. These were tasks made possible by a tightly focused curriculum where every assignment scaffolded another.

To that end, the pop-up museum advanced my goals of students grasping the power of archives, the dialectical process of historical research and analysis, and their own capacities to become historians. For some, their intellectual growth was immensely personal. One Chinese Cambodian American student wrote:

I found out that the lunchbox tin I used every day to pack my lunch in [was actually] a tin my family had bought in Thailand at their refugee camp. I had just thought it was a regular beaten-up tin, but it held a place within my family’s immigration history and was a part of their journey.

The processes of inquiry and contextualization imbued in the student a new “mindset” about the practice of history that “has also given [her] a new lens to look through” when comprehending the historical qualities of mundane objects around her. Similarly, a mixed-race Japanese American student who had once lamented the perceived liminality of her identity, wrote about the trunks that accompanied her family from Okayama, Japan to Portland, Oregon and had remained there whilst the family was banished to a desolate concentration camp. She disclosed that after executing all of the steps of this project, “I believe I must make most conscious efforts beyond this course to inform myself further about my family’s history and Asian American history.” She even pledged to join the UCLA’s Nikkei Student Union in the fall “to stay connected to this critical part of my heritage.”

Meanwhile, others waxed more philosophical about how the process of generating a new archive of knowledge explicitly challenged their understanding of history:

I realized history isn’t some old, intangible concept that I was unable to reach…My own history may not have an impact on the world (just yet!), but my own flesh and blood carries on the legacy of my ancestors, the stories of an immigrant family among others who endured hardship. Being a historian to me now holds the purpose of continuing this legacy and representing what my grandparents fought and struggled for.
Similarly, another student left my class understanding the power of history as a practice of reconfiguring existing knowledge and correcting historical silences:

By extension, history is also the process of breaking apart...structures of power and class embedded in our history books to view the experiences of the oppressed and silenced. Through this class, I learned that anyone who attempts to challenge these classic records of history and create their own archive is a historian.45

Collectively, these responses support Morais’s analysis of PBL curricula—namely, that students gain “multiperspectivity,” along with critical thinking skills and life-lessons.46 Meanwhile, they also elaborate the enduring significance of the praxis of the Asian American Movement and Asian American Studies: centering oft-marginalized or excluded voices to simultaneously better understand oneself and establish a radical critique of existing structures of political or epistemological domination.

As these reflections attest, the curriculum for this class that culminated in the digital archive and pop-up museum required students to go beyond the obligation to cover material. Rather, the assignments set students on a path to uncover meaning, a process that Wiggins and McTighe argued is key for developing long-term understanding. I often joked to students that I knew, and ultimately took no offense, to the fact that the vast majority of them would forget the intricacies of the Johnson-Reed Immigration Act of 1924 or the precise location of the 1871 Chinese Massacre in Los Angeles. But through developing historical analytical skills and the practices of public historians using an artifact of their choice, they would likely not only remember the historical contexts of their piece (and, for many, their family’s migration story), but also understand the dynamic process of remembering and representing the past. I accomplished this through a curriculum that discarded the exam booklet and invited students rather to “inquire into, around, and underneath the content.”47

Furthermore, through this approach, I was able to construct alternative assessments that, in line with the legacy of Ethnic Studies, developed student understanding through a praxis that encouraged them to unlearn, rethink, and, ultimately, take ownership of their education.48

The pop-up museum has served as my intervention against the perceived shortcomings of history classes that my students articulated in the tableau that opened this article. By emphasizing the hands-on
labor of history and empowering students to become the historian in the public sphere, I hoped to demonstrate what the discipline can look like when there are indeed “diverse perspective[s],” and connections between the personal and historical are front and center. When I started teaching at both the university and secondary school levels, I never imagined the creative ways in which they could intersect. Yet, as this article has demonstrated, the knowledge I possessed from training in history and Ethnic Studies and the critical insights I gained as a classroom teacher provided the alchemy for a student experience that was intentional, authentic, and experiential.

Notes

I am very grateful for the constructive and actionable feedback on this article I received from The History Teacher editor Jane Dabel, the anonymous referees, and dear friends Cielo Botello-Williams, Regan Buck Bardeen, Sarah Clark, Alfred Flores, Brandon Reilly, Christen Sasaki, and Dahlia Setiyawan. Dr. Dabel has long been a great source of insight and encouragement in my teaching and when writing this article. Several trusted colleagues from the UCLA Library contributed to the pop-up museum project over the years, including Joanna Chen Cham, Devin Fitzgerald, Robert Freel, Miki Goral, Courtney Jacobs, Simon Lee, Cuauhtemoc Moncada, and, above all, Annie Pho. In the UCLA Department of Asian American Studies, Kristine Jan Espinoza, Wendy Fujinami, T. K. Lê, Gregory Pancho, Kylin Sakamoto, and various undergraduate assistants provided vital forms of behind-the-scenes support. Collaborators at Windward School’s Department of History and Center for Teaching and Learning—including Melanie Arias, Stella Beale, Brittany Berriz, Emily Dawe, Daniel Gutierrez, and Jennifer Zanoria—introduced me to many of the pedagogical frameworks that inform my teaching and appear in this article. Thank you all for your guidance. This article is dedicated to all the students who participated in this ongoing project and the families and communities they documented so well.
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